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Robust Face-Name Graph Matching for Movie Character Identification Ms.Aifoona E A, Ms. Ayishath Shabha P M, Ms. Divyalakshmi K V, Ms. Pooja Madhavan, Mr. Kishor Kumar K [email protected], [email protected], [email protected], [email protected], [email protected] Dept. of Computer Science and Engineering, KVG College of Engineering, Sullia Affiliated to VTU Belgaum India www.kvgengg.com Abstract-- Automatic face recognition is one of the most active research areas in computer vision. Face recognition in complex environments remains challenging for most practical applications. Researches focus on video based approaches rather Than still-image based approaches. Video data provides rich and redundant information, which can be exploited to resolve the inherent ambiguities of image-based recognition like sensitivity to low resolution, pose variations and occlusion, leading to more accurate and robust recognition. It is a challenging problem due to the huge variation in the appearance of each character. Face recognition has also been considered in the content-based video retrieval setup, for example, character-based video search. Index Terms-- Character identification, graph matching, graph partition, Eigen Object recognition.



I.



INTRODUCTION



Automatic identification of characters in movies has drawn significant research and led to many interesting applications. Although existing methods demonstrate promising results in clean environment, the performance is limited in complex movie scenes due to noises generated. It is a challenging problem due to the huge variations in the appearance. A scheme of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for face detection and Error Correction Graph Matching (ECGM) for character identification is introduced. A. Objective and Motivation Movie and TV provides large amount of digital video data. An efficient and effective technique for video content understanding and organization is very much important. The objective of our work is to recognize all the frontal faces of character in the closed world of a movie, in a given small number of query faces. Character identification is very challenging task in computer vision. This is due to the huge variation in appearance of characters, such as scale, pose, illumination, expression and wearing. Recent years have witnessed more and more studies on face recognition in video. B. Related Work Y. Zhang, C. Xu, H. Lu, and Y. Huang [1] suggested the correspondence between the face affinity network and the name affinity network. The name affinity network can be straight-forwardly built from the script. For the face affinity network, they first detect face tracks in the video and cluster them into groups corresponding to the characters. During the clustering, the Earth Mover’s Distance (EMD) is utilized to measure the face track distance. K. Susheel Kumar, Shitala Prasad, Vijay Bhaskar Semwal [2] proposed that face detection is a binary-pattern classification task. That is, the content of a given part of an image is transformed into features, after which a classifier trained on example faces decides whether that particular region of the image is a face, or not. J. Sang, C. Liang, C. Xu, and J. Cheng [3] utilized the preserved properties and investigate a method for robust character relationship representation (graph construction) and name-face graph matching. They proposed to represent the
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character co-occurrence in rank ordinal level, scoring the strength of the relationships in a rank order from the weakest to strongest. Rank order data carries no numerical meaning. Jitao Sang, ChangshengXu [4] proposed a global face-name graph matching based framework for robust movie character identification. Two schemes are considered. Firstly, the proposed two schemes both belong to the global matching based category, where external script resources are utilized. Secondly, to improve the robustness, the ordinal graph is employed for face and name graph representation. In this paper, a novel graph matching algorithm called Error Correcting Graph Matching (ECGM) for character recognition and identification has been introduced. II.



PROPOSED METHOD



The objective of this is to identify the characters in the movie and label them with corresponding names. The next time the same video is browsed, the character names will be annotated automatically. Once the video has been browsed and the faces have been detected, the next step is labeling the names. Whenever the rectangular region around the face is detected, we label them accordingly. The next time the same person appears in the same video or in any other video; he/she will be detected and labeled automatically [5]. The architectural diagram for the proposed method is as shown in the fig 1. The first step is capturing images from the videos. Once the faces have been detected, alignment of face takes place in face alignment stage. Then feature extraction followed by feature matching would be done with already stored image. If the faces have been matched, control would go to output terminal.



Fig 1.Architectural diagram A. Eigen face generation In image processing, the processed images of faces can be considered as vectors whose components are the brightness of each pixel. These are called Eigen vectors. The dimension of this vector space is the number of pixels. The eigenvectors of the covariance matrix associated with a large set of normalized pictures of faces are called Eigen faces. They are very useful for expressing any face image as a linear combination of few of them. A set of Eigen faces can be generated by performing a mathematical process called principal component analysis (PCA) on a large set of images depicting different human faces. . Any human face can be considered to be a combination of these standard faces. Here each person’s face is not recorded as a digital photograph. Rather, each face is just a list of values. Therefore it takes much lesser space for each person’s face. The Eigen faces that are created will appear as light and dark areas that are arranged in a specific pattern. This pattern is how different features of a face are singled out to be evaluated and scored. There will be a pattern to evaluate symmetry, if there is any style of facial hair, where the hairline is, or evaluate the size of the nose or mouth. Other Eigen faces have patterns that are less simple to identify, and the image of the Eigen face may look very little like a face. Furthermore the motion is detected and faces are tracked. B. Face Clustering and Detection Similar faces are grouped into a single cluster. The number of clusters is set as the number of distinct speakers. Face graph is constructed depending on the relationship between the characters, which can be represented as a weighted graph G= {V, E}, where vertex V denotes the characters and edge E denoted relationship among them. The more scenes where two characters
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appear together, the closer they are, and larger the edge weights between them are. Similarly, a name affinity graph is constructed while we had been labeling the characters in the video[6]. A face graph and a name graph is constructed and, subsequently, character identification is formulated as the problem of finding optimal vertex to vertex matching between two graphs. C. Practical Implementation The first step is Eigen faces generation. A face image can be considered a two-dimensional N by N array of (8-bit) intensity values. Images of faces will not be randomly distributed in this huge image space and thus can be described by a relatively low dimensional subspace. The main idea behind Principal Component Analysis is to find the vectors that best account for the distribution of images within the entire image space. These define the subspace of face images. 1. 2. 3.



1. 2. 3.



Acquire an initial set of face images (the training set). Calculate the Eigen faces from the training set, keeping only the images that correspond to the highest Eigen values. These M images define the face space. As new faces are experiences, the Eigen faces can be updated or recalculated. Calculate the corresponding distribution in M-dimensional weight space for each known individual, by projecting their face images onto the “face space”. Having initialized the system, the following steps are then used to recognize new face images: Calculate a set of weights based on the input image and the M Eigen faces by projecting the input image onto each of the Eigen faces. Determine if the image is a face at all by checking to see if the image is sufficiently close to the “face space”. If it is a face, classify the weight pattern as either a known person or unknown.



The next time the same video is browsed, the two graphs are matched using Error Correction Graph Matching algorithm and the characters are annotated. D. Error Correction Graph matching algorithm ECGM is a powerful tool for graph matching with distorted inputs. In order to measure the similarity of two graphs graph edit operations are defined, such as the deletion, insertion and substitution of vertices and edges. Each of these operations is further assigned a certain cost. The costs are application dependent and usually reflect the likelihood of graph distortions. The more likely a certain distortion is to occur, the smaller is its cost. Through error correcting graph matching, we can define appropriate graph edit operations. According to the noise analysis, they defined appropriate graph edit operations and constitute the edit distance function adapted to obtain the improved name-face matching performance. In ECGM, the difference between two graphs is measured by edit distance which is a sequence of graph edit operations. The optimal match is achieved with the least edit distance. According to the noise analysis, they defined appropriate graph edit operations and adapt the distance functions to obtain improved name-face matching performance. Step 1: Let L be a finite alphabet of labels for vertexes and edges. A graph is a triple g = (V, a, b), where v is the finite set of vertexes, V→ L is vertex labeling function, and b: E → L is edge labeling function. The set of edges E is implicitly given by assuming that graphs are fully connected, i.e., E = V × V. For the notational convenience, node and edge labels come from the same alphabet. Step 2: Let g= (V1, α1, β1) and g2= (V2, α2, β2) be two graphs. An ECGM from g1 to g2 is a bijective function f1:V1’V2’, where V1’ is a subset of V1 and V2’ is a subset of V2. Step 3: The cost of an ECGM f: V1’ → V2’ from graph g1 = (V1, α1, β1) to g2 = (V2 α2, β2) is given by γ (f, g1, g2 ) =  



  ′
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where cvd(x) is the cost of deleting a vertex x ∈ V1 – V1’ from g1, cvi(x) is the cost of inserting a vertex x ∈ V2 − V2’ in g2, cvs(x) is the cost of substituting a vertex x ∈ V1’ by f(x) ∈ V2’, and ces(e) is the cost of substituting an edge e = (x, y) ∈ V1’ × V1’ by e′ = (f(x), f(y)) ∈ V2’ × V2’. III.



PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS



Robust Face-Name Graph Matching for Movie Character Identification is used to detect the face of movie characters and this proposed system takes minimum time to detect the face. In early methods time taken for detecting the face is too long and the detected face cannot be more accurate. During face tracking and face training process, the noises have been generated. The performance is limited at the time of noise generation. A comparison with the existing local matching and global matching approaches are carried out. The approaches are evaluated on the same test set. We compared the performance of proposed approach i.e. ECGM-based approach with local matching and traditional global matching scheme. We set a threshold Th to discard noise before matching. The face tracks with function scores lower than the Th are refused to classify to any of the face clusters and will be left unlabelled. Here we used the term recall and precision for face track classifications. Recall means the proportion of tracks which are assigned a name and Precision is the proportion of correctly labeled tracks. Their calculation is given by, equation (1) and equation (2). Recall =



|  !
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|$!   |



Precisions =



...……………...……........... (1)
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……………….. (2)



From face track classification precision/recall table and curve as shown in fig 2 and 3 respectively. At the low levels of recall, the proposed methods show convinced improvement. For movies involving with severe variation of face pose and illumination, the improvement is remarkable. This demonstrates the robustness of the proposed methods to the noises. ECGM provides a way of optimizing cost functions, which leads to the better performance for our scheme. For performance analysis we conducted a simple evaluation experiment by randomly selecting three 10 minutes clips from different movies such as “Notting Hill”, “Mission: Impossible” ,”You’ve Got Mail” to assess the face track detection accuracy. For local matching total measure of precision/recall is 0.7304, for Traditional Global Matching it is 0.732 and for ECGM it is observed to be 0.75.so we can say that accuracy of our system is more compared to existing system. Fig 2. Precision/Recall table. Local matching (LM) Precision 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9



Recall f measure 0.79 0.645 0.77 0.685 0.765 0.732 0.75 0.775 0.73 0.815 Total measure=0.7304



Traditional Global Matching (TGM) Precision 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 Total measure=0.732
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Error Correction Graph Matching (ECGM) Precision 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 Total measure=0.75



recall 0.82 0.81 0.81 0.79 0.76



f measure 0.66 0.705 0.755 0.795 0.83



Precission
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Fig 3. Precision/Recall curve IV.



CONCLUSION



We have shown that the proposed methods are useful to improve results for clustering and identification of the face tracks extracted from movie videos. It can also improve the robustness of face identification in movies. The character recognition process illustrated in our project can also be implemented in voting system where redundant voters can be recognized. Initially, the image of all the voters of a constituency has to be stored in the binary file. Similarly, this can also be effectively used for passport verification, driving licence verification etc. Our method tends to perform classification on a frame by frame basis. And later, combine those predictions using an appropriate metric. In future, a joint optimization over all the faces in the track at once can be done. REFERENCES [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]
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